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management of chest infection. Chest infection encompasses a broad spectrum of disease, ranging from uncomplicated viral
upper respiratory tract infections to significant bacterial pneumonias. Management of chest infection involves three elements:
identification of the infecting organism, localizing the affected area, and providing systemic antimicrobial therapy. Empirical

coverage must be broad and antimicrobial regimens should be changed when results of bacterial culture become available.
Antimicrobial therapy can be supplemented by surgical drainage when the infection is focal. In patients with systemic disease or

compromised immune systems, drainage is contraindicated.Kowaltonik Kowaltonik () is a settlement in the administrative
district of Gmina Lubicz, within Ostrów Wielkopolski County, Greater Poland Voivodeship, in west-central Poland. It lies

approximately east of Lubicz, east of Ostrów Wielkopolski, and south-east of the regional capital Poznań. References
KowaltonikQ: how to pass arguments to main function from callable python I am looking to pass some arguments to a main()
function when calling it from another function that I have defined as a callable. What I am trying to do is the equivalent of a

main function that will be called from another script with a string and int parameter. I found this post on stackoverflow: It will
print out some text and print some other text. I want to have the ability to define a main function that can accept some

parameters and I can then call this function from another script and pass
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